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Important Information about RiverFront’s Placement of Wrap 
Fee Account Client Trade Orders and Our “Trade Away” 
Practices 
April 13, 2023 
 

The following disclosure is published in an effort to provide RiverFront wrap fee account clients with more 
information regarding our trading practices, specifically the use of trade away transactions (as described 
below) and certain costs relevant to these practices.  It is not a comprehensive description of all RiverFront 
trading policies and procedures.  Additional information and disclosures are available in our Form ADV Part 
2A.  

RiverFront offers asset allocation portfolios for a range of investment objectives and risk tolerances that 
can be bought through wrap fee programs at dually registered brokerage and investment advisory firms 
(referred to throughout this document as “Sponsor Firms”). RiverFront has trading discretion over these 
asset allocation portfolios if they are purchased as separately managed accounts (“SMAs”); RiverFront does 
not have trading discretion over portfolios purchased in unified managed accounts (“UMAs”) and model 
delivery programs (“MDPs”).  The information below pertains only to SMA wrap fee clients that have granted 
RiverFront trading discretion over their account(s). 

Presently, “Maintenance Trades,” which we define as trading that result from new accounts, liquidations, 
cash/security addition or withdrawals, tax harvesting, or any other client-requested transactions, are 
typically processed through the client’s Sponsor Firm’s managed-money desk.   Portfolio management-
driven model changes (across-the-board or “ATB” trades) are typically aggregated and submitted via a block 
trade to a third-party brokerage firm in order to seek best execution (a “Trade Away Transaction”). RiverFront 
does not currently execute Trade Away Transactions with its Sponsor Firms.   

We have determined that best execution on our ATB trades is generally achieved through Trade Away 
Transactions, even though our SMA clients will incur additional brokerage costs related to the Trade Away 
Transactions (see the table below for additional information on these costs).  While the Sponsor Firms’ 
managed money desks have proven very capable, we often have complicated execution strategies that 
require greater timing flexibility, or in the case of exchange-traded products (“ETPs”), which include both 
exchange-traded funds and exchange-traded notes that demand direct access to an authorized participant 
for a single block execution. Based on our trading experience, trading away has many advantages, including, 
without limitation, that it leads to less price dispersion, limits exposure to information leakage and high 
frequency traders, and allows us to be more nimble in our trading, thereby avoiding potential delay costs.  

We have considered executing these ATB transactions via a trade rotation among the Sponsor Firms; 
however, based on our trading experience and analysis, we currently believe that trading away enables us to 
achieve best execution for our clients.  RiverFront’s Brokerage Committee will continue to periodically 
evaluate our trade execution strategy in order to ensure that we continue to provide best execution for our 
clients. 

By trading away our ATB trades, we believe that we can obtain better execution for our clients and eliminate 
price dispersion across different Sponsor Firms.  Furthermore, we have been able to identify other avenues 
of liquidity away from our Sponsor Firm managed money desks.  We can use a variety of algorithms to 
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optimize each unique trading objective.  Logical participation strategies, such as volume-weighted average 
price (“VWAP”) and time-weighted average price (“TWAP”) can be managed in a single block, which helps to 
achieve better execution than can be accomplished through a series of small transactions with Sponsor 
Firms.  Finally, for ETP securities that may appear to be illiquid, we can use brokers that are able to source 
liquidity in an alternative manner to minimize price impact and ensure execution near the ETP’s net asset 
value (“NAV”).  We regard the ability to create and redeem the ETP basket as a critical requirement to achieve 
our best-execution requirements, and thus request that ETP buys and sells are consolidated into a single 
block execution.  

For the reasons stated above, RiverFront has determined that best execution should be achieved differently 
for ATB trades than for Maintenance Trades.  RiverFront believes that ATB trades are in most cases better 
executed through Trade Away Transactions, while Maintenance Trades are usually better executed through 
the clients’ Sponsor Firms.  The chart below provides the volume of wrap fee trades by market value 
executed via Trade Away Transactions, and the average disclosed markup/markdown on client transactions 
traded away which are costs charged by non-designated broker dealers that are netted into the price of the 
security and passed onto wrap fee clients as a result of these trades (see the chart below and footnote no. 2 
for more information).  This information is provided for each RiverFront investment strategy available to 
wrap fee clients.  

We have disclosed these trading practices in our Form ADV Part 2A, which is provided to clients upon 
opening a RiverFront account and, at a minimum, offered annually thereafter.  Our Form ADV Part 1A and Part 
2A is also publicly available at: https://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/. Please contact RiverFront at 804-549-
4800 and/or info@riverfrontig.com if you would like a copy of our most recent Form ADV Part 2A sent to you 
or if you have any questions regarding our trading practices.  
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Wrap Fee Program Trade Away Transaction Information 2023 

  

Dollar-Weighted 
Percentage of 
Client Transactions 
Traded Away1 

Disclosed 
Markup/Markdown 
on Client 
Transactions Traded 
Away (CPS)2 

ADVANTAGE SOLUTIONS Q1 2023 
YTD 
2023 Q1 2023 

YTD 
2023 

Balanced Solutions         
Conservative Income Builder 0.00% 0.00% NA NA 
Moderate Growth & Income 19.50% 19.50% 0.00 0.00 
Dynamic Equity Income 58.26% 58.26% 0.00 0.00 
Global Allocation 58.47% 58.47% 0.00 0.00 
Equity Solutions         
Global Growth 70.99% 70.99% 0.00 0.00 
          
ETF ADVANTAGE SOLUTIONS         
Fixed Income Solutions         
ETF Dynamic Fixed Income 0.00% 0.00% NA NA 
Balanced Solutions         
ETF Conservative Income Builder 0.00% 0.00% NA NA 
ETF Moderate Growth & Income 25.35% 25.35% 0.00 0.00 
ETF Dynamic Equity Income 39.64% 39.64% 0.00 0.00 
ETF Global Allocation 62.20% 62.20% 0.00 0.00 
Equity Solutions         
ETF Global Growth 68.02% 68.02% 0.00 0.00 
          
RIVERSHARES SOLUTIONS         
Balanced Solutions         
RiverShares Global Balanced Constrained 59.99% 59.99% 0.00 0.00 
RiverShares Global Balanced Opportunistic 89.43% 89.43% 0.00 0.00 
RiverShares Global Balanced 77.30% 77.30% 0.00 0.00 
Rivershares Moderate Tactical Income 10.28% 10.28% 0.00 0.00 
          

CUSTOM PORTFOLIO SOLUTIONS3         
Custom Solutions         
Custom Portfolio Solutions 39.34% 39.34% 0.00 0.00 

 

1. All percentages are approximate.  For purposes of this calculation, we divided (a) the total dollar 
amount of wrap fee client transactions (including all stock, bond and ETP transactions) in securities that 
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were placed with broker-dealers other than the clients’ Sponsor Firms (Trade Away Transactions) by (b) 
the total dollar amount of wrap fee client transactions (including all stock, bond and ETP transactions) 
that RiverFront placed with all broker-dealers, in each case during the relevant period.  For example, 
assume RiverFront placed a total of 1,000 transactions for wrap fee clients during Q1, having an aggregate 
dollar amount of $1,000,000.  Of that total, RiverFront placed 700 of those transactions with broker-
dealers that were not the clients’ Sponsor Firms (Trade Away Transactions), and the aggregate dollar 
value of those 700 transactions was $850,000.  Thus, in this example, the percentage dollar amount of 
trades in securities traded away in Q1 would be reflected as 85% ($850,000/$1,000,000). 

2. For many, if not all Trade Away Transactions, there will likely be no disclosed markup/markdown.  In 
these instances, the undisclosed markup or markdown is netted into the price the client receives.  Since 
the executing broker does not provide data to us regarding the dollar amount of the markup or markdown 
in these instances, we cannot disclose an amount to the client, and will list “0” in this column until such 
time as we are able to provide additional information, if any.  These types of trades include, but are not 
limited to, transactions in shares of ETPs in which an Authorized Participant or market maker is providing 
RiverFront with a two-sided market for execution. Once a trade is complete, however, we will send a 
written request to the executing broker to confirm, in writing, trade information, including 
markup/markdowns.  To the best of our ability, therefore, we will seek to obtain and provide to clients the 
markup/markdowns disclosed to us from the executing broker, either through trade confirmations or in 
other written form. 

3.Custom Portfolio Solutions are not managed to a specific RiverFront investment model, but rather are 
based on specific client instructions. Please see our ADV 2A for more information on these accounts.  

 Important Disclosures as noted above, the information provided is approximate and the cents per share (cps) information reflects the 
average cents per share and is rounded to the second decimal point or shown as a range if the amount would otherwise be rounded down to 
“0”.  For specific trade information please contact RiverFront at 804-549-4800 or info@riverfrontig.com.  Please note that this data was 
compiled to the best of our ability given system constraints and limitations and the information disclosed to us by executing brokers.  

All investments carry some level of risk, including loss of principal. Information or data shown or used in this material was received from 
sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy is not guaranteed.  
 
This report does not provide recipients with information or advice that is sufficient on which to base an investment decision. This report 
does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or need of any particular client and may not be suitable for 
all types of investors. Recipients should consider the contents of this report as a single factor in making an investment decision. Additional 
fundamental and other analyses would be required to make an investment decision about any individual security identified in this report.   
 
RiverFront Investment Group, LLC (“RiverFront”), is a registered investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
Registration as an investment adviser does not imply any level of skill or expertise. Any discussion of specific securities is provided for 
informational purposes only and should not be deemed as investment advice or a recommendation to buy or sell any individual security 
mentioned. RiverFront is affiliated with Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated (“Baird”), member FINRA/SIPC, from its minority ownership interest 
in RiverFront. RiverFront is owned primarily by its employees through RiverFront Investment Holding Group, LLC, the holding company for 
RiverFront. Baird Financial Corporation (BFC) is a minority owner of RiverFront Investment Holding Group, LLC and therefore an indirect owner 
of RiverFront. BFC is the parent company of Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated, a registered broker/dealer and investment adviser.   
 
To review other risks and more information about RiverFront, please visit the website at www.riverfrontig.com and the Form ADV, Part 2A. 
Copyright ©2023 RiverFront Investment Group. All Rights Reserved. 
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